CONTENT OF MASTER'S DEGREE ENTRANCE TESTS
45.04.01. – Philology
1. The structure of the content of the entrance test includes 4 sections

1.

Section

Type, time

Points

Checking the level of communicative competence in English.
Tasks of a basic complexity level are offered. The basic level
provides language proficiency to solve the minimum number of
communicative tasks sufficient for limited professional
communication in standard situations.

Computer
testing

0 - 20

15 minutes

Type of tasks: answers to questions to the text on the topic of
humanities
2.

Checking the level of grammatical competence in English. Tasks
of the B2 level of complexity (according to CEFR scale) are
offered. Tasks check the ability to build statements grammatically
correct, in accordance with the grammatical norms of the English
language.

Computer
testing

0 - 10

15 minutes

Type of tasks: test tasks (communicative mini-situations) on
different English grammar topics.
3.

Checking the level of listening skills in English. The emphasis is
on the semantic perception of an oral message on a general topic
and the ability to correctly convey its main meaning.

Computer
testing

0 - 20
баллов

30 minutes

Type of tasks: listening to a speech fragment in English and
performing a short test task after listening.
4.

Checking the level of lexical and grammatical competence in
English. Tasks of the B2 level of complexity (according to the AllEuropean CEFR scale) are offered. Tasks check the ability to build
grammatically and lexically correct statements that comply with
communicative goals.
Types of tasks: a test that involves the choice of a specific word
form / construction.
Overall final score

Computer
testing

0 - 50

60 minutes

100
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